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Short homologies efﬁciently generate detectable homologous
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a b s t r a c t
When recombineering bacterial artiﬁcial chromosomes (BACs), it is common practice to design the ends
of the donor molecule with 50 bp of homology specifying its insertion site. We demonstrate that desired
recombinants can be produced using intermolecular homologies as short as 15 bp. Although the use of
shorter donor end regions decreases total recombinants by several fold, the frequency of recombinants
with correctly inserted donor molecules was high enough for easy detection by simple polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) screening. This observation may have important implications for the design of oligonucleotides for recombineering, including signiﬁcant cost savings, especially for high-throughput projects that
use large quantities of primers.
Ó 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Homologous recombination has grown to become important for
developing novel genetic engineering tools for functional genomics, including for genetic repair of mutated DNA and for re-creating
speciﬁc mutations in cell and animal models. There has been
remarkable progress in our understanding of the recombination
systems of Escherichia coli and its phages, which has permitted
their controlled use for direct DNA engineering in E. coli [1–3].
It is well established that the efﬁciency of homologous recombination in E. coli increases correspondingly with the increasing
homology sequences [4]. For example, a 50-bp homology is able
to generate approximately 150 recombinants/108 viable cells, and
when the homology was increased to 140 bp, more than 1000
recombinants/108 viable cells were obtained [5]. But once the
homology exceeds 500 bp, there is no further increase observed
in recombination efﬁciency [6].
Previous research has shown that to obtain detectable homologous recombination between linear donor and circular/linear recipient substrates, a homology of approximately 50 bp is required at
both ends of the DNA [1,3]. The effects of using shorter homologies
are not well established and are generally anecdotal in nature [4],

resulting in a gap in our understanding of the requirements for
donors and recipients in homologous recombination. However, it
is generally accepted that shorter homologies are likely to produce
too few colonies, resulting in difﬁculty in detecting and identifying
recombinants.
Based on our existing understanding about recombineering,
because 50 bp can give hundreds of recombinants—much more
than necessary—we hypothesized that shorter homologies would
still give enough recombinants that are detectable and allow creation of desired modiﬁcations. The notion that shorter homologies
could work was reinforced when we observed detectable recombination between a short unequal homology pair of 31 and 24 bp by
sheer serendipity in our laboratory (not shown).
In this work, we tested this hypothesis by systematically
measuring the recombination of a linear donor DNA containing
an 816-bp kanamycin resistance (Kmr)1 cassette with decreasing
lengths of ﬂanking homology into a linear bacterial artiﬁcial chromosome (BAC) target, pBelo-tos [3,7]. This linear BAC replicates as a
stable plasmid with hairpin telomeres in E. coli and is used as a
recipient in this work [3,7].
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